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Challenges to Diplomacy

For this special issue we are looking for theoretically
informed contributions that discuss the changing role of
diplomacy in the 21st century.
Contributions can focus on one or several of the contemporary
challenges to diplomacy, such as those caused by regional
integration, globalization or other changes relating to the
international system. We welcome both contributions that take
their starting point in an analysis of diplomatic representation,
and contributions that focus rather on the changing conditions
for diplomatic activities.
You are welcome to send an abstract of your article to
perspectives@iir.cz .
The deadline for article submission is the end of September 2013.

Perspectives also has a standing call for articles that
provide theoretically informed analyses of international
relations.

About the Journal
Perspectives is a distinguished peer-reviewed scholarly journal published
twice a year in English. It has been published since 1993, and by now it
has established itself as a leading journal in Central and Eastern Europe.
Databases abstracting/indexing the journal: Scopus, Academic Search
Premier (via EBSCO), ABI/INFORM Global, Academic Research Library (via
ProQuest), World Affairs Online, Columbia International Affairs Online,
IBSS, London School of Economics and Political Science, etc.
Articles published in Perspectives are always based on a strong
theoretical framework and use sound methodological instruments. In
order to ensure that these high standards are met, every article submitted
for publication undergoes the process of peer review.
The journal publishes the following types of articles:
Research Articles - full-length papers that contain an original contribution
to research.
Discussions are topical commentaries or essays with the aim to provoke
scholarly debates.
Consultations are full-length papers of a descriptive character that bring
information on topical international developments or present results of
recent empirical research.
Book Reviews and Review Essays

Perspectives has a standing call for articles that provide a
theoretically informed analysis of international relations.
We also welcome young scholars who would like to externally
cooperate with the editorial team.
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